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ANNOTATION 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 is designed to create and maintain a database of aeronautical 

information, generate aeronautical charts, design flight routes for aircraft and exchange data with other 

information systems. Information is exchanged in formats ARINC and AIXM5.1.  

The main source of aeronautical information is the relational database for aeronautical data created 

on the basis of AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model), with additions for storing planned 

information and route design results. 

The model is recommended by the international organization of planning and coordination of air 

traffic «Eurocontrol». The database structure allows you to store and process all elements of aviation 

activity, store intermediate and final information about planned routes, create aeronautical charts, pages of 

collections for aeronautical information (Air navigation Information Publication, hereinafter compilation 

AIP) in national and international languages. Sheets are formed according to specification (Specimen AIP 

incl. Amdt.2).  

Data generation is carried out in accordance with the document ICAO «Dictionary of International 

Civil Aviation» (hereinafter Doc 9713). The additional source of aeronautical data to the database can be 

information in the exchange format ARINC. 

Route design is carried out in accordance with documents ICAO Doc8168 «Procedures for Air 

Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. (PANS-OPS) Volume II. Construction of Visual and Instrument 

Flight Procedures» and Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures». The 

detailed description of the route creation procedure is specified in the document «Flight procedure 

designer guide» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The database of the complex is a common repository of information for all tasks that make up the 

complex. Data and generated documents can be used for planning the use of airspace and air traffic 

control. A detailed description of the database structure is specified in the document «AICM database 

specification». PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN. 

Complex of Aeronautical Information (AI) documents preparation is run in the operating 

environment 64-bit of Windows 7 and higher on computers with the architecture of Intel processors (Core 

i5, Core i7 or later). The complex is installed in the folder with the installed program Geoinformation 

system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 or Geoinformation system «Operator» (GIS 

Operator) PARB.00048-03 (hereinafter - GIS). For work with vector maps, Complex of Aeronautical 

Information (AI) documents preparation uses the dynamic libraries of GIS. 
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1 GENERAL 

1.1 Assignment of program 

The task «Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR requirements», which is part of the 

software product Complex for preparing aeronautical information documents «Complex for preparing 

ANI documents» PARB.00127-01 (onward - complex), is designed to analyze the aerodrome and the 

aerodrome area for suitability for operation and flights aircraft in accordance with the Federal Aviation 

Regulations. Applied task allows you to analyze terrain, aerodrome area, artificial obstacles and elements 

of ground infrastructure for making a decision on the suitability of the aerodrome for operation. 

The task was created in accordance with requirements: 

 Federal Aviation Rules «Requirements for aerodromes intended for takeoff, landing, taxiing and 

parking of civil aircraft at civil aerodromes», approved by order of the Ministry of Transport of 

Russia dated 25.08.2015 No. 262 (onward - FAP-262); 

 Federal Rules for use airspace in Russian Federation, approved by Decree the Government of 

Russian Federation No. 138 dated March 11, 2010 (onward - FAP-138); 

 ICAO Annex 15 - «Aeronautical Information Services». 

 

Calculations and resulting information are generated according to algorithms and methods described 

in document «Methodology for assessing conformity of civil aerodromes to Federal Aviation 

Regulations» (onward - CAM FAR). 

Task allows you to perform: 

 definition of the class and physical characteristics of the aerodrome; 

 creation of zones and surfaces for identifying obstacles; 

 construction and binding of obstacle detection surfaces; 

 construction of areas for receiving arrays of obstacles in the vicinity of the airfield; 

 created reports on obstacles. 
 

Surface designs are used to perform obstacle analysis according to criteria and methods described in 

Section III «Obstacles» of CAM FAR-262. Based on analysis results, reports and tables are generated that 

are part of aerodrome survey report. 

Areas for receiving arrays of obstacles in the vicinity of the aerodrome are built in accordance with 

ICAO Appendix 15 and serve to obtain the primary database (array) of electronic obstacle data. Procedure 

for entering obstacles into database is described in document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

 

1.2 Installation and registration procedures 

Installation and configuration of complex is possible if there is GIS installed on computer. All GIS 

tasks of complex (* .dll), libraries for working with DBMS PostgreSQL, help files (*.html) and icons 

(*.ico) are copied to installation GIS folder.  

Documents «User's guide», «Flight procedure designer guide», «Administrator guide», «AICM 

Database Specification» and other operational documents are copied to folder \Doc.Ani. 

Examples of aeronautical charts, thematic charts, examples of draft routes and files in exchange 

formats ARINC and AIXM 5.1 are copied to folder \Data.Ani. 

Templates for aeronautical charts and sheets of collection AI are copied to folder \Ani.Dot. 

SQL scripts are unpacked to folder \Setup.Ani to create database. Procedure for deploying and 

updating database is described in paragraph 3.9 in document «System Programmer's Guide»  

PARB.00127-01 32 01 EN. Installing the font Morse.ttf is in progress.  
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2 CONDITIONS OF PROGRAM EXECUTION 

2.1 Requirements for processed data 

The task «Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR requirements» is performed on a 

prepared map with the plotted airfield infrastructure and obstacles. If you need to analyze obstacles and 

surface matrix is connected. Infrastructure created and applied from aerodrome passport by task 

«Preparation of aeronautical information documents». The order of interaction between the elements of 

the complex is shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  Structure of task «Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR requirements» 

In accordance with document «Methodology for assessing the conformity of civil aerodromes» 

approved by order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation of August 25, 2015 No. 262, the 

task includes the following algorithms for creating obstacle assessment surfaces: 

 Airfield surface elements; 

 Conical surfaces in the aerodrome area; 

 Approach surface plan for equipped and unequipped runways of classes A, B, C, D; 

 Approach surface plan for equipped and unequipped runways of classes D, E. 
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In accordance with the FAR-138 documents and ICAO Appendix 15, the task includes algorithms 

for constructing and analyzing areas for obtaining obstacle arrays in the vicinity of the aerodrome and 

creating the boundaries of air approach strips. Aeronautical charts are generated when task is started and 

are based on a special aeronautical classifier dfc_en.rscz. 

Complex for preparing aeronautical information documents allows processing information from the 

aeronautical database, files in ARINC, AIXM formats and aeronautical charts. The database must 

conform to the AICM model and be managed by PostgreSQL. The design and analysis of the aerodrome 

area is carried out on a pre-prepared set of geospatial data, which is: 

 topographic map of aerodrome area on a scale of 1:10 000 or 1:25 000. A detailed description of 

aerodrome map is described in the document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN; 

 one or more surface matrix. Surface matrix’s are created by tasks included in GIS package or are 

attached from WCS servers. Matrix should be built with a step corresponding to requirements 

for plan-height basis topographic map of selected scale; 

 Obstacle map. Created separate user map for a given area. Map is filled with information from 

database or import from ARINC or AIXM 5.1 files by convertors included in GIS package. 

 

If necessary, you can connect additional maps to the set or add additional objects for analysis using 

GIS. Such objects include obstacles, projected elements of the airfield infrastructure and runways. 

 

2.2 Hardware and software requirements 

To complete Complex for preparing API documents, following hardware and software is required:  

 Intel Core i3 processor or higher; 

 RAM from 4 GB and above;  

 Hard drive with a capacity of 30 GB and above;  

 Availability of USB port available for application; 

 Screen size not less than 1280x1024 pixels;  

 Mouse manipulator;  

 Keyboard;  

 Ethernet network card with a performance of 100 Mbit/s or above;  

 Operating system MS Windows 7 and higher;  

 GIS «Panorama x64» or GIS Operator version 13.6. or above;  

 DBMS PostgreSQL version 9.4 or above;  

 Microsoft Office Word 2007 or above for preparing and printing reports. 

 

2.3 Coordinate systems and elevation systems 

In accordance with ICAO requirements, all metric aeronautical information is processed in 

coordinate system WGS-84 and in mean of sea level altitude system (hereinafter - MSL). The operator or 

designer of flight procedures must control the altitude system when entering the database. When 

processing input information in a coordinate system other than WGS-84, preliminary data conversion is 

performed. Data on excesses of radio equipment means, height of airport control points and obstacles in 

altitude system WGS84 is converted into the system MSL through the geoid model EGM-2008. The 

conversion is performed automatically when the correction matrix is connected.  

Aeronautical charts can be created in any coordinate system, provided geodetic calculations are 

supported. Maps in local coordinate systems without a geodetic component are not supported.  

Artificial obstacles can be applied to maps of various sizes. In this regard, the coordinates of 

artificial obstacles are entered with an accuracy of 0.1 seconds. 

The coordinates of metric for the airport infrastructure elements are entered into the database with 

an accuracy of 0.01 seconds. Greater accuracy of these objects is necessary to eliminate distortions in 

form of created objects on small-scale maps. 
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3 PROGRAM EXECUTION 

3.1 General information 

The task «Assessment compliance aerodromes with FAR requirements» is intended for calculation 

of characteristics, analysis aerodrome area in order to assess compliance aerodrome parameters with 

requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations in Russian Federation. Conformity assessment is carried 

out based on results of ground and flight inspections aerodrome and their comparison with the 

requirements of FAR. Based on results of assessing compliance characteristics and parameters of 

aerodrome with FAR requirements, correspondence tables are formed, which are additions to aerodrome 

survey act. Order of filling in tables is described in document CAM FAR-262.  

Starting a task in GIS is accompanied by checking the composition of the current set of maps. 

Charts that use dfc_en.rscz classifier are considered aeronautical charts and are included in the processing. 

If there is no aeronautical map in the set, the «Creation of aeronautical map» dialog, standard for the 

complex, opens. 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Dialog for creating aeronautical map 

In upper part of dialog, the name of open map is indicated, which is the base for creating a set of 

custom aeronautical maps, depending on selected type. Below is the full path to aeronautical classifier. 

The choice of classifier is carried out by button «...» in field «Air navigation classifier».  

In central part of form there are fields for choosing the type of aeronautical map and the method of 

its creation. The application works exclusively with maps on which routes are plotted. Maps of airfield, 

airfield traffic, aprons and parking lots, class A obstacles and the route map are excluded from the 

creation dialog.  

At bottom of form there is a field for choosing a method for creating a map:  

 «By open map» - maps are created according to base map passport and added;  

 «WGS 84 system» - maps are created in folder with basemap in «latitude / longitude» projection 

in WGS 84 coordinate system. In this mode, basemap change button becomes active;  

 «user» - dialog for creating a card passport is activated. The created map is basic and 

aeronautical maps are created according to its passport. 
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In case of a positive answer, a set of user cards is created in accordance with composition described 

in paragraph 2.4 on «User's guide». If the answer is negative, task ends its work with message: 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Message about termination of task  

When you click on «Help» button, the corresponding help section is called up. 

Analysis characteristics aerodrome surface elements and surrounding area in the task is 

implemented in the order specified in document CAM FAR-262. At the initial stage, the analysis of the 

characteristics of the runways airfields and the determination of their class is carried out. The second stage 

is calculation correspondence of metric characteristics aerodrome ground surface elements class of 

aerodrome. Third stage is the calculation of the correspondence of surface strength of aerodrome ground 

elements to characteristics of aircraft servicing. Based on results of preliminary survey, reports are 

generated in form of tables specified in document CAM FAR-262. 

Second part of the problem is used to analyze the effect of artificial and natural obstacles on flight 

safety in the aerodrome area and in the area aerodrome, including areas along the departure and landing 

courses. Obstacle detection and assessment surfaces and additional zones are mapped in the form of plans 

described in Appendix 7 to the Federal Aviation Regulations. 

Plans are plotted on a map with reference to one of the runway thresholds. Plan objects on the map 

are three-dimensional geometric surfaces that are used for analysis and calculation. Obstacles are mapped 

as separate objects with the obligatory indication of the absolute height in metrics and semantics. 

Initial data for the task is the completed base of the infrastructure of the surveyed aerodrome. If the 

aerodrome is being designed, then it is necessary to create it in the database with the sign «being 

designed». Infrastructure elements of the projected aerodrome are created in the task «Preparation of API 

documents» in the section «Input aerodrome infrastructure». The process of entering information is 

described in more detail in the document «User's guide». PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

Task pane is conventionally divided into two parts. One part is designed to calculate the class of the 

aerodrome and runways, the compliance of the physical dimensions of the based aircraft and the strength 

of the coatings of the aerodrome infrastructure elements with the FAR-262 requirements. 

Second part of the panel is used to create plans of obstacle assessment surfaces, link them to the 

terrain and assess the impact of objects. Surface plans are created in accordance with the techniques and 

algorithms described in FAR-262. Assessment of the influence of obstacles on the plan surface is 

performed by a special algorithm based on surface triangulation. The result of the analysis is specified by 

the operator and marked on the map. The selected objects are exported as tables in Section III of FAR-

262. Tables are part of the aerodrome survey report. 

Aerodrome design and investigation includes the preparation of geospatial data, performance 

analysis and surface plans for the analysis of obstacles in the aerodrome area. 

To complete the task, it is necessary to create a terrain map and a working user aeronautical map. 

The projection and its parameters are selected in such a way as to exclude distortions in azimuth and 

length as much as possible. It is recommended to use a coordinate system that supports conversion to 

WGS-84 and is based on Gauss projection. The topographic base is supplemented with surface matrixs, 

which are created without taking into account the relative heights of objects. The matrix should represent 
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the earth's surface in the design area. The step of the matrix element can be up to 5 meters. In the areas 

adjacent to the runway, it is recommended to use a more detailed surface matrix to be able to calculate the 

longitudinal and transverse slopes of individual elements of the aerodrome infrastructure. Surface plans, 

obstacles and aeronautical situation are plotted on the working aeronautical chart. Spreading of 

aeronautical objects on several aeronautical charts is allowed. 

Following information is applied to work area by application task «Preparation of AI documents»: 

 aerodrome infrastructure with mandatory runway application; 

 obstacles in the area of modeling and analysis. 

 

Task is put plans of surfaces on working map in form set three-dimensional objects. Built-in 

algorithm analyzes relative positions of zone and objects in three dimensions. All objects crossing zone in 

height are in form of table indicating position, name of obstacle and elevation above reference surface. 

Objects crossing obstacle assessment surfaces are exported to aerodrome survey report tables. 

Ground and flight surveys and inspections of the aerodrome and its equipment should be carried out 

by the airport services, certification bodies or specialized design or research organizations of civil 

aviation, entitled to carry out these types of work. 

 

3.2 Description task interface 

3.2.1 Task settings  

The panel is functionally divided into three parts - calculation, analysis and service part. 

 

 

Figure 4 -  General view task panel 

Service part contains a button for connecting to the database on the left side and two buttons on the 

right side for calling help and closing task. 

 - button «Authorization» calls up the authorization form in DBMS PostgreSQL. 

 

  
Multiuser mode Exclusive mode 

Figure 5 -  Authorization dialog 
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The authorization form is divided into two parts. The upper part contains the authorization 

parameters in DBMS PostgreSQL, the lower part is used to authorize the user AI. In exclusive mode, the 

bottom of the form is not visible. The authorization area of DBMS PostgreSQL contains following fields: 

 «Server» and «Port» - are used to enter the address TCP/IP or domain name of the server 

PostgreSQL and its port. The default port is 5432; 

 «Database» - serves to enter the name of the database AI; 

 «Role in DB» and «Password» - are used to enter the user of DBMS PostgreSQL.  

 

The users of DBMS PostgreSQL are created by the administrator during the installation of the 

complex for the entire period of work.  

Header of authorization field displays the current version of complex. AI user authorization area is 

visible in multi-user mode and it contains following fields: 

 «User» - serves to select one of the registered AI users from the drop-down list. AI users are 

created by the administrator AI and it sets passwords, status and affiliation to them. 

 «Password» - serves to enter the password of the user AI. 

 «Save user connect params» - to save user AI identification parameters to the configuration file 

GIS. Configuration file is placed along path, it is set in menu item «Parameters Data placement». 

 

Fields with a red outline are required for manual filling, while white fields are saved and read from 

an external configuration file. After filling in all the fields, connect with the «Authorization» button. After 

authorization, the database structure is checked for compliance with the complex version. If the version 

does not match, a database update is offered. The update process is described in more detail in the 

document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN.  

The «Exit» button is used to close the authorization form without changing the status of the 

connection to the database. More details about the exclusive and multi-user modes of operation are 

described in Chapter 3, paragraph 3.1 of the document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

 

 – call for help; 

 – closing the task. 

 

Calculation part contains buttons for calling the dialogs for the analysis of the aerodrome and its 

infrastructure elements. In the initial state, all buttons of the calculation part are inactive. The buttons are 

activated after connecting to the database. 

 – calculation of runway class; 

 – analysis correspondence of surface elements to aerodrome class; 

 – calculation strength of ground infrastructure airport elements. 

 

Analytical part contains buttons for drawing plans of obstacle assessment surfaces, according to 

documents CAM FAR-262 and FAR-138   

 – zones and surfaces to identify obstacles; 

 – designing conical surface; 
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 – designing internal horizontal surface; 

 – designing departure and landing surfaces; 

 – designing surfaces for I-III landing categories; 

  – calculation of regions for obstacle array. 

 

Buttons contain hints and can be displayed in sizes provided in GIS settings. 

 

3.3 Analysis of characteristics of aerodrome infrastructure elements  

3.3.1 Calculation of runway and aerodrome class 

Calculation of runway and aerodrome class is carried out in accordance with the methodology 

described in Appendix 2.1 of the CAM FAR document. Artificial runway class definitions is performed 

lengthwise under standard conditions. The calculation is performed under the following conditions:  

 in aerodrome description must specify absolute aerodrome altitude at above sea level and 

average annual temperature;  

 one or more runways must be created and indicated its dimensions, as well size of airfield 

relative offset from runway center to center of airfield. In absence of free zones and terminal 

safety strips in the database, they are calculated as the difference between the size of the airfield 

and the artificial RWY, taking into account the displacements; 

 for each RWY, two landing courses must be created - the main and the reverse one with an 

indication of the identifier, threshold exceeding and MLC and TLC values; 

 an RWY profile must be created. In the absence of a profile, RWY is considered flat. 

 

 

Figure 6 -  Dialog to calculation class of aerodrome 
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Runway class is determined by comparing actual standardized runway lengths with standardized 

runway classification lengths. At aerodromes with one RWY, aerodrome class shall be determined by 

runway class. At multi-lane aerodromes, longest runway class. 

Runway class and aerodrome class calculation form is divided into three parts: 

Calculation lengths under standard conditions and determination of aerodrome class (runway) are 

performed when a new aerodrome (runway) is put into service and after reconstruction of runway. Results 

are recorded in «Aerodrome Survey Report». 

In upper part of form contains a field for selecting a working map. Work map is used to select 

projected runway on ground and perform calculations. Popup menu contains all aeronautical charts 

recognized by task. 

In left part of form contains a filter for searching and selecting an aerodrome by code and name. In 

«Region» field, ICAO region of aerodrome is set. 

In central part of the form is intended for calculating the aerodrome class and RWY. The aerodrome 

class can be calculated from existing metric data of infrastructure in database or using objects on map 

when modeling a new aerodrome. 

In section «Information from database» contains following information: 

«Aerodrome class» field - allows you to manually change the aerodrome class in database. 

«Aerodrome height» field. 

The «Average annual temperature (°С)» field is a non-editable field that is used to display the 

average annual airfield temperature. 

The «Temperature in the hottest month at 13:00 (°С)» field is an editable field used to display the 

highest air temperature at the aerodrome at 13:00. The value is taken from climatological reference books. 

Runways table is used to display all runways of the current airfield in the database. 

The lower part of the form contains the results of the calculation of the current RWY class and the 

correspondence of individual parameters to this class. The button «Calculate» is available when filling in 

all the parameters in the section «Calculated data» and is used to calculate the correction factors and 

determine runway class. 

Runways class is calculated from length. Runways width and dimensions of safety end stripes may 

not correspond to calculated class. Size of runway airfield is displayed in «Aircraft size» field. 

The «Save» button is used to save metric information to database as runway parameters. When 

saving, the length of the object is considered runway length, heights between first and last point of object 

are exceeded thresholds, course between first and last point is main true landing course, reverse azimuth is 

reverse landing course, and point metric is thresholds coordinates. All metric points are transferred to 

runway profile along with the heights, and then average runway slope is calculated. 

The «Edit» button is intended to enter strip size of airfield, runway width, strength of coatings, state 

of bearing surface and other parameters of airfield elements. Pressing the button opens a dialog similar to 

the dialog for entering the airport infrastructure in the task «Preparation of AI documents». 

 

3.3.2 Analysis of conformity of surface features to aerodrome class 

Analysis of conformity of surface features to aerodrome class is carried out in accordance with 

methodology described in Chapter II of CAM FAR document. Available distances are set manually by 

operator in accordance with requirements of Appendix 2.2 CAM FAR. Runway strip and profile size are 

analyzed in accordance with Appendix 2.1 of CAM FAR document, and surfaces associated with RWY in 

paragraphs 2.4-2.21 of FAR document. 

Airplane indexes allowed for taxiways are determined in accordance with paragraphs 2.22-2.23 of 

the FAR document. The conformity of the taxiway dimensions to the aerodrome class is calculated in 

accordance with paragraphs 2.24-2.26 of the FAR document. Curvature radius are set manually in 

accordance with paragraphs 2.27. 
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Analysis results are exported to aerodrome class and characteristics correspondence table (table 2.1 

of CAM FAR document). Table is filled with design information only for those elements of ground 

infrastructure for which all parameters necessary for calculation have been entered into database. 

Input form interface is designed in such a way that the operator can enter or correct runway or 

taxiway parameters that affect the analysis result. 

Correct analysis is performed: 

 for taxiway - in presence of surface width, track and maximum aircraft wingspan using it for 

taxiing; 

 for runway - in presence of pavement size, airfield and value of cross slope in percent. 

 

The analysis dialog is conventionally divided into three parts. 

Upper part is a field for selecting a working map. In drop-down list, all aeronautical maps identified 

by task at launch. 

Left part contains a standard filter for searching and selecting an aerodrome by code and name. 

Below is ICAO region for which aerodrome search is performed. 

 

 

Figure 7 -  Dialog of analysis runway conformity to aerodrome class 

In central part contains all taxiways and runways list of airfield. On right side, in the «RWY/taxiway 

parameters» field, information is displayed in the dimensions of the parts of the infrastructure element of 

their compliance with the FAR requirements. Composition of fields varies depending on type 

infrastructure element. 

In lower right part of dialog, there are paths to report template and result. By default, all table 

templates are located in «Ani.dot» folder. Folder is created automatically when installing in Product. 

Operator can change path to reports and results that are remembered for session. 
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The parameter input area takes one of the following types: 

Parameters runway - displayed in the case of positioning on the runway in table «aerodrome 

surface elements», contain runway class in the database and values of runway parameters. 

«Flight field» - contains the dimensions of airfield runway with a unit of measurement. 

«Runway size» - contains the dimensions of the artificial runway surface. 

«Cross Slope» - transverse runway slope from as a percentage. Maximum slope value - 0.02%. 

«FAR Compliance» table contains calculated parameters of individual elements of current runway 

and their compliance with FAR requirements. There are three key and one minor parameters for runway 

that affect the resulting value class runway. Left side table displays resulting runway class based on a set 

parameters. Runway class is established according to worst parameter of length, width and airfield size. 

Below there are two inactive tables with the presence of end lane and free zones. The tables are 

informational and serve for possible correction by the operator of the analysis result. Comparing runway 

class and the calculated value, the operator decides to assign runway class for further calculations and 

report generation. 

 

 

Figure 8 -  Dialog of analysis taxiway conformity to aerodrome class 

Taxiway parameters - view in case of positioning on taxiway in table «airfield surface elements». 

«Overall width» is width of taxiway specified when entering airfield infrastructure. 

«Chassis track» is maximum wheel track width allowed on the taxiway. 

«Wingspan» is maximum wingspan of an aircraft that is allowed when taxiing in and out. 

«Airplane Index» is the index of the aircraft that can operate the taxiway. Based on the set of 

parameters, the aircraft index is calculated, which is admissible with the given metric parameters of the 

taxiway. Information is displayed to the right in the signature. 

Below the fields, the result of the taxiway compliance with the parameters corresponding to the 

aerodrome class is displayed. Information on taxiways and permissible aircraft indexes is exported by 

pressing the «Report» button to the correspondence table of the class and characteristics of the aerodrome 

(Table 2.1 of the CAM FAR document). 
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The «Edit» button is intended for entering the parameters of the aerodrome ground infrastructure 

elements. Pressing the button opens the input of the aerodrome infrastructure. 

 

3.3.3 Calculation of strength of airport infrastructure ground elements 

Strength calculation of artificial surfaces of aerodrome elements is carried out in accordance with 

paragraphs 2.30-2.35 and Appendix 6 of FAR document. Analysis bearing surface of aerodrome facilities 

is carried out during commissioning a newly built aerodrome or individual elements of an aerodrome, or 

after reconstruction or strengthening of aerodrome pavements. 

Task calculates a list of aircraft that can use a particular element of aerodrome surface. Result of 

calculation can be one of three options: possibility of unlimited operation of surface by aircraft, limited 

operation based on calculation of maximum total weight of aircraft, and limited operation without 

additional loading by weight of empty aircraft. Information save to database. 

 

 

Figure 9 -  List of aerodrome aircraft 

On left side of dialog there is a filter for searching and selecting an aerodrome by code and name. 

Below is the ICAO region for which the aerodrome search is performed. 

Calculation is carried out on the basis of the aircraft classification numbers and the surface of the 

coating. Artificial pavement classification numbers (PCN) are determined according to the «Methodology 

for assessing the strength of coatings of civil airfields» in force in civil aviation or in the aviation of the 

armed forces «Methodology for determining the classification numbers of aircraft and hard coatings of 

airfields of the USSR Armed Forces. ACN aircraft classification numbers are calculated in accordance 

with the ACN methodology given in Doc 9157-AN/901 Part 3, ICAO and are provided by aircraft 

manufacturers. Information about the ACN of the main aircraft models is included in the package of the 

ANI document preparation package and is exported to the database at the installation stage. 

Central part of the form consists of two tabs: 

«Aerodrome aircraft» - serves to enter the types of aircraft that are based or plan to be based at the 

aerodrome; 

«Calculation of the strength of coatings» - serves to calculate the strength of coatings. Strength is 

calculated using ACN numbers. If an aircraft that does not have classification numbers is entered into the 

database, it will be excluded from the calculation. 
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«Airfield aircraft» tab 

In left part, the aircraft base is displayed, which is carried out in the «Preparation of API 

documents» task in «Aircraft entry» dialog. End column of table is used to select to be included in 

aerodrome base. Right-clicking on table brings up a drop-down menu that allows you to select all aircraft 

or clear selected ones. Search and selection of aircraft is performed using a filter. Changing the filter value 

clears flags of selected aircraft. It is recommended to select aircraft by manufacturer and add parts to base 

aerodrome. 

 

 

Figure 10 -  Aircraft weight limitations 

An aerodrome aircraft base includes all types of aircraft and helicopters that are based directly at 

aerodrome, as well as those that can land at aerodrome. Calculation can solve inverse problem - 

determining possibility of receiving an aircraft at aerodrome and capabilities of infrastructure to ensure its 

safe ground movement and parking. 

The «Append» and «Remove» buttons are designed to include and exclude a specific type of aircraft 

from base aerodrome. Included aircraft will appear in calculations and reports. 

 

«Calculation of strength of coatings» tab 

In left side of tab contains a list of all elements of airfield surface, in particular - taxiways, parking 

lots, aprons and runways. 

On right is a list of restricted aircraft that can use this aerodrome element. For example, figure 

shows that taxiway TWY4 at Test FAR airfield can be operated by all Boeing aircraft at full load, except 

for Boeing models 738 and 739 with limited weights of 71.0 and 69.2 tons, respectively. 

The «Calculate» button is used to calculate the limitation on classification numbers and aircraft 

weight for all elements of the aerodrome infrastructure. 

 

3.3.4 Editing runway 

The interface of the section allows you to maintain a database of airport runways. The information 

in this section should be filled in accordance with the requirements of Doc 9157, «Aerodrome Design 

Manual». Part1. «Runways» and FAP-262. 
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Figure 11 -  Section of maintaining the runway characteristics database 

Window is conditionally divided into two parts. In upper part is designed to create a runway and fill 

the basic quality and metric characteristics. In lower part consists of six tabs that allow you to maintain a 

database of detailed characteristics for the runway. 

Upper left is specified a table of runways with controls below. Controls allow you to create, delete, 

and edit table entries. 

In the upper right part there are entered the general data - name, condition, material rating. Below it 

is entered metric information about the airfield, the size of the runway and the offset of the center for the 

airfield relative to the center of the runway. In case of offset courses, it is recommended to enter numbers 

in a row, from edge to edge along the axial profile of the runway. The airfield should be at least 150 

meters longer than runway and at least twice as wide, and it includes end braking lanes and side lanes that 

are clear of obstructions. Below it is entered textual markup information, a profile description, and notes. 

 

Sheet «Runway parts» 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the sections of the runway. The base contains a metric of 

the concrete (capital) part for the runway with strength and size. 

The left side displays a table of runway metric elements, below there are the buttons for managing 

table entries. To the right there are the fields for entering the numbers in order, the strength of the runway 

and the size of the runway. If the runway consists of one part, the size from the upper part, it is duplicated 

in the table indicating strength. 
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Figure 12 -  Maintaining the base of runway parts 

Note. The numbers of runway metric elements are considered to be counted from the threshold with 

a lower number. 

 

Sheet «Thresholds» 

It is intended for maintaining base of thresholds for runway. For each runway, regardless of use, two 

thresholds are created - the main and the reverse. In the presence of shifted thresholds, information is 

entered in order from course with lowest number. 

 

 

Figure 13 -  Maintaining the base of runway thresholds 

The threshold database contains metric information, characteristics of glide path angles and obstacle 

assessment surface (OAS) for calculating the landing line. The visual characteristics of the threshold, the 

recommended approach direction according to the rules of visual flights, and the presence of special 

lighting markings are entered into the database. 

The narrative contains textual information about the presence of wind indicators and the automatic 

braking system. The figure below shows the runway threshold database maintenance tab. Sheet is divided 

into two parts. 

On the left side there is a table of thresholds for the current runway with a navigator that allows you 

to add, delete and edit entries. 

On the right side of Sheet there are filled: 

«Designation» - designation of a threshold;  
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«TC» and «MC» are the true and magnetic courses for landing. True and magnetic courses are 

indispensable for building a route. 

«Glide path angle» - the minimum glide path angle in degrees; 

«Slope of surface OAS» is the slope of the obstacle assessment surface on the landing course. It is 

used to form a class «A» obstacle map profile; 

«Exceeding the threshold» - exceeding the threshold relative to average sea level; 

«Passage of the threshold (RDH)» – the height of the span above the threshold when landing; 

«Run time of runway» – the average time in seconds from the moment of landing (touching) with 

the specified course, to the moment of clearing the runway. It is published in AIP and it is intended for 

evaluating the capacity of aircraft. 

The flag «Threshold offset» is used to set the offset threshold flag. 

Information about the visual landing indicator is filled in below. The information is output to AIP. 

The following is a text description of the wind indicators, the braking system, and the note. 

 

Sheet «Profile» 

It is designed to maintain the base of the vertical profile for the runway. The profile is built from the 

younger threshold towards the older threshold. Each profile point is marked with the height and length of 

the section to the next point. The last point in the chain has zero length. 

On the left side of Sheet there is a profile table that is controlled by the buttons of the table 

navigator below. On the right side, the characteristic of the current profile point is filled. 

«Number» is a sequential number in the chain. When changing the number, the point will 

automatically shift to the corresponding position in the table on the left. 

«Identifier» - conditional text identifier of the profile point. The runway profile point can be used as 

a reference point for other air navigation facilities. 

«Runway threshold» is a sign of the runway threshold. When building a profile, threshold points are 

included without fail. The absence of thresholds will lead to incorrect calculations and distortion of the 

resulting AI documents. 

«Position» - the coordinate of the profile point, the absolute height is indicated below.  

 

 

Figure 14 -  Maintaining runway profile database 

To right there is the length in meters to the next threshold point. Length is intended for the 

possibility of calculating the slope of the profile section in percent and constructing the correct graphic 
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display, regardless of the possibility supporting the geodetic coordinates of resulting map. The profile can 

be mapped to a local coordinate system or to a plan.  

The button  allows you to calculate the profile coordinates. To calculate the coordinates, you 

have to enter the true or magnetic runway angle and the coordinate of the first threshold. The task will 

calculate the coordinates relative to the base threshold and distances. 

 

Sheet «SWY» 

It is intended for maintaining the base of overrun areas (end braking strips of the runway - 

hereinafter SWY, «stopway» - English). The runways can be equipped with blast pads, also known as 

overrun areas or stopways. 

 

 

Figure 15 -  Stopway on runway 

Overrun areas are included in the total length of the runway and they are included in its metric. 

Overrun areas are located behind the main or displaced thresholds. 

On the left side there is a table with SWY strips. The table is not related to a specific runway and it 

is filled for the entire aerodrome. 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Maintaining the database of the sections runway 

On the right side of the tab, there is filled the threshold symbol for which the overrun area is set. For 

each SWY there is established material, size, strength, condition and rating. Notes are made below. 

 

Sheet «Declare dist.» 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the available runway distances. Runways are characterized 

by four types of available announced distances:  

 Take-off Run Available (TORA); 

 Take-off Distance Available (TODA); 

 Accelerate Stop Distance Available (ASDA); 

 Landing Distance Available (LDA). 
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Figure 17 -  Maintaining the base of declared distances 

On left side of the form (application) there is a table with established distances. The table is not 

associated with the runway and it is populated for the entire airport in this tab. 

On right side of the tab, there is set the threshold symbols for which is filled the distance, the 

taxiway on which the runway is released, the type of distance, the period of the day and the note. Day 

period is set if different distances are set for night and daytime, for example, in areas with poor visibility. 

 

Sheet «Free zones» 

It is designed to maintain a base for zones free of obstacles for the runway. For the runway, there are 

installed end safety zones, side zones and zones free of obstacles that are located along the landing axis to 

the nearest drive. 

 

 

Figure 18 -  Maintaining base of obstacle-free zones 

On the left side of the form there is a table containing free zones for the aerodrome. The table is not 

associated with the runway and it is populated for the entire airport in this tab. 

Course is filled on the right side of tab, for which there are established zone affiliation, letter 

designation, type of zone and its dimensions, coating material, strength and condition. The presence of 

lighting is set by the flag of the same name and it is described in free text. There is a note box below. 
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3.3.5 Section of maintaining the taxiway database 

The interface of the section is used to maintain a database of taxiways. The information in this 

section should be filled in accordance with the requirements of Doc 9157, «Aerodrome Design Manual. 

Part 2 Taxiways, Aprons and Holding Bays». The form consists of two parts. There are created taxiways 

at the top of the form. 

The left side of the form contains a list of taxiways with control buttons. The right side of the form 

allows you to enter basic characteristics. 

«Name» - taxiway short name. 

«Type taxiways» - a drop-down list is used to enter the type of taxiway. The value of this field is for 

informational purposes and it is not published in AI documents. 

«Width» is the width of the bearing part of the taxiway. 

«Material» is the material for bearing surface of the taxiway. 

Fields «left BRG» and «right BRG» - are used to enter width of lateral safety stripes of taxiway. The 

information is used during export to the aerodrome passport. 

«Speed» is used to enter the maximum speed. 

«Movement» serves to enter the direction of movement on the taxiway. The direction is counted 

from the first point of the center line and it can be direct, reverse and two-way. 

«Condition» and «Evaluation» are taxiway status and work surface evaluation. These parameters for 

all airport coverage elements are interrelated. 

«Strength» is type and unit of strength the bearing surface. 

«Marking» and «Note» are fields for entering a textual description of the marking taxiway and notes. 

The lower part of the form allows you to enter the center line of the taxiway. The center line of the 

taxiway is actually its profile. It is recommended to enter into the database all turning points on the 

taxiway. The center line can be loaded from a linear map object along with the heights indicated in the 

coordinates. Pressing the button «Download from map» allows you to select a linear object on the map 

whose metric replaces the current metric or creates a new one. The first profile point is considered the first 

metric point of the object. 

 

 

Figure 19 -  Entering the axial line of taxiway 

Regardless of the position, there are entered without exception all the points «STOP», holding 

points and aircraft mechanization checks. The flag «Exit to runway» (often asphalt, concrete, or a mixture 

of both) serves to indicate the type of holding point - holding for the departure queue. 

The left part of the form contains a table for points of the axial line with elements of control. 

To the right there is the characteristic of a specific point on the axial line. 
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«Number» is a sequential number in the chain. When changing the number, the point will 

automatically shift to the corresponding position in the table on the left. 

«Height» is the excess at the axis point. 

«Designation» is the text identifier of the profile point. 

«Position» is the coordinate of the axial line point for the taxiway. 

«Note» - text notes of the point. 

 

Below there is the field «Holding point on taxiways». The field is intended for the possibility of 

creating special points and lines on the axial line of the taxiway. Each point of the axial line can 

correspond to only one special point. 

Points and holding lines on the taxiway are characterized by special marking, the presence of 

lighting, its description and notes. All characteristics are entered in the fields of the same name. 

 

3.3.6 Section «stands» 

The interface of the section serves for maintaining the base of aprons, holding areas, stands, repairs, 

long-term operation and storage of aircraft. At military aerodromes, this category includes squadron 

zones, hangars of maintenance squadron, fueling centers and holding bays. 

The information in this section should be completed in accordance with the requirements of Doc 

9157, «Aerodrome Design Manual. Part 2 Taxiways, Aprons and Holding Bays». and «Norms of 

serviceability for civil aerodromes». The form consists of two parts. There are created stands and aprons 

at the top of the form. There are separate stands in the lower part. 

The left side of the form contains a list of aprons and stands with control buttons. The right side 

allows you to enter characteristics. 

«Full Name» - apron or stand name in map. 

«Condition» - apron status and assessment for working surface. 

«Apron type» - type of apron or stand according to ICAO classification. 

«Material» - material of bearing surface for the apron. If apron contains a stand, a helicopter landing 

site or its part is the runway or the taxiway, the material grade and strength should be the same for all 

objects. 

«Size» - dimensions of the working area for the apron. 

«Height» - average absolute height of working area for apron. 

«Strength» - type and unit of strength for the bearing surface. 

«Lighting» - a description of the lighting for stands, if any. 

Flag «Power supply» - set when there are power sources for recharging batteries of on-board 

equipment. 

Flag «Presence of a tractor» - set when towing vehicles for aircraft are available. 

Flag «Presence of parking attenda» is set for cars parking aircraft on and off long-term parking 

places. 

Flag «On inside engine» - it is set in cases when the aircraft can move within the apron on the 

internal thrust of its engines. 

«Lighting» - description of parking lighting, if any. 

«Markup» and «Note» - fields for entering a textual description of marking for taxiway and notes.  

In lower part of the form is designed to maintain a base of stands. The base of stands in interface is 

connected to airport. Stands and aprons are functionally connected by means of field «Apron of Stands». 

In the case of lonely stand or stands, which are not located on any apron, this field is not filled. The 

left part contains a table of individual stands with elements of controls. To the right there is a 

characteristic of the stand. 
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Figure 20 -  Entering of aprons 

«Name» - a field for entering name of stand. It is displayed on map. 

«Stand type» - the drop-down list serves to enter the type of stand. 

«Position» is the coordinate of the parking center for stands. It is published in a separate table if 

necessary. Below there is the field «Height», which is entered excess parking. 

«Restrictions on use» - a textual description of restrictions on parking. As a rule, this field is 

published as a remark and contains the types and categories of aircraft that can use this on it. 

«Note» - fields for entering notes. 

 

 

Figure 21 -  Entering of aircraft stands 

The fields «Material», «Status», «Grade» and «Strength» are set for the airport surface object where 

the stand is located. 

 

3.4 Identification and analysis of obstacles 

3.4.1 Working with surface plans 

Creation plan of surfaces is carried out in accordance with section III of document CAM FAR. Task 

allows you to create plans of surfaces with and without a connected database. Before creating a plan, in 
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upper part of form, a working map is selected from list of aeronautical maps of current set. Map must be 

editable and visible. Displaying map and managing editing mode is carried out in GIS by map 

composition button located in main panel. 

 

 

Figure 22 -  Controlling the composition displayed data 

Depending on connection to database, dialog for setting plan parameters takes one of forms shown 

in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 23 -  Dialog for creating plans of obstacle assessment surfaces without connecting to database 

At the bottom of the forms for setting up surface plans, there are two flags - «tie to threshold» (set 

by default) and «tie to landing course». 

The study of the existing aerodrome is carried out in the sill and heading mode. Terrain analysis for 

a new RWY is performed with a reference to a geodetic survey point, which will serve as a threshold, and 

when exploring the terrain for use as an airfield - without reference. 

By default, the plan is drawn with reference to the threshold. The mode is used to fix the plan at the 

threshold point. In this mode, the plan of surfaces cannot be shifted around the map, only rotation is 

available. Unchecking the «Snap to threshold» flag allows you to draw a plan to an arbitrary point on the 

map with a turn in any direction. 
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The «tie to course» flag fixes the plan in a certain direction. In this mode, the plan can be moved 

around the map without the possibility of rotation. It is used to select the point of the shifted threshold on 

the terrain. 

 

 

Figure 24 -  Dialog for creating plans of obstacle assessment surfaces with connecting to database 

Interactive application is performed with the «Apply» button. The figure below shows the process of 

interactively plotting one of the departure plans on the map. 

 

 

Figure 25 -  Interactive mapping of category I landing plan 
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When drawing a plan, the current shape becomes invisible. At the cursor position on the map, semi-

transparent surfaces are displayed that are part of the plan being created. The insertion point with the 

height and name of the plan, as well as the azimuth of the base axis is displayed in the status bar. A plan is 

a collection of map objects. The choice of technology for a set of objects allows you to carry out group 

and single operations with plan objects by means of GIS. Such operations include deleting, moving, 

selecting, arbitrary transformation (rotation, scaling, snapping) and other operations with a set of objects. 

In the description of the forms, it should be taken into account that the main course is the landing course 

with the direction from the threshold to the center of the RWY, and the return course is the departure 

course with the direction from the center of the RWY to the return threshold. 

Before inserting it on the map, the plan can be rotated to the specified true azimuth with a rotation 

step. The rotation step is 1 degree - using the «+» and «-» buttons on the numeric keypad. Turn with a 

large step is carried out with the buttons «A» and «S» - a step of 5 degrees, with a smaller «Z» and «X» - 1 

minute. Headlands control allows you to set the axis of the route with an accuracy of 1 minute. 

Refusal to apply objects to the map is performed by pressing the «Esc» button or the menu item 

«Cancel operation» in the drop-down list, which is called by right-clicking on the map during interactive 

drawing. 

Plan calculations are performed in accordance with the methods described in Section III of the CAM 

FAR document. The initial plan template is shifted to the specified point, rotated by the specified azimuth 

and shifted vertically by the insertion height. The resulting plan will display the actual effect of terrain and 

objects on the obstacle assessment surface. 

 

3.4.2 Construction of accounting plan for obstacles in aerodrome area (OFZ) 

Safety and efficiency of the use of an aerodrome largely depends on man-made and natural objects 

at the aerodrome and its surroundings. They affect take-off and landing minima, aircraft take-off weights, 

and flight paths in the terminal area. 

The analysis of the impact of obstacles is carried out in accordance with clause 6 of Appendix 3.5 

CAM FAR. The calculation results are exported as an obstacle table. The table of obstacles is described in 

CAM FAR in Table 3.1 and contains a complete list of objects that will be examined and analyzed at 

various stages of the formation of the «Obstacle Survey Report». 

Initial data for survey of aerodrome area are prepared by operator or surveyor based on results of 

geodetic surveys area. To obtain data on obstacles, it is necessary to make a topographic survey of natural 

and artificial obstacles. Before starting the analysis and calculation, it is necessary to prepare a working 

topographic map for the area of work, create a DEM and a working aeronautical map. The procedure for 

preparing the workplace is described in section 2 of this document. 

The investigated objects are applied by means of the complex, by import from exchange formats or 

manually (interactively) in the form of objects of the classifier - «obstacle». When applying manually, it is 

necessary to set the absolute height of the highest point of the object in its metric and enter the text name 

for the report in semantics number 9 - «absolute height». The surface is constructed as a plan template and 

plotted directly on the map. The odds for the plan are set according to the RWY class. The RWY size, 

insertion point and aerodrome reference point are indicated on the obstacle counting and limiting zone 

form, which can take one of two forms depending on the connection to the database. 
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Figure 26 -  Obstacle registration form with connected database 

In mode of operation with a connection to the database, the form takes the form (see figure down). 

In left part there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and region. Before starting work, 

select the required ICAO region in the aerodrome filter and the aerodrome under study. The necessary 

information about the aerodrome is transferred from the database to the editable fields, and if it is absent, 

the fields are filled in manually. 

In the upper part there is a field with a choice of a working card. The current plan is applied to the 

working map. In the left part of the form there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and 

ICAO region. 

Field «Identifier» - is used for arbitrary text marking of plan surfaces. The text marker is set by the 

operator and serves as an indicator to distinguish plans when drawing in a multi-lane airfield, as well as to 

search when analyzing the effect of obstacles. 

Field «Class of aerodrome» - is intended to select the studied class of the aerodrome. By default, the 

class is carried over from the database and has no feedback from the database. 

The «RWY» field is intended to select the runway class under study. The field is automatically filled 

in when choosing another aerodrome and does not have feedback with the database. 

Field «Landing course» - is intended for setting the value of the true landing course of the 

aerodrome. The field value is automatically filled when choosing another course and has no feedback 

from the database. 

In offline mode with the database disabled, the form looks the same, except for the aerodrome 

selection table and landing courses (see Figure 27). 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

the aerodrome manually or automatically. Automatic setting of values  is performed only in the mode with 
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a connected database, and the values  of latitude, longitude and altitude are not subject to manual 

correction. In offline mode, fields are available for correction. 

 

 

Figure 27 -  Obstacle registration area drawing form without database  

The «Threshold» field is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of the investigated 

RWY threshold. In connected database mode, the threshold metric information is transferred from the 

database with no feedback. The threshold coordinate serves as the origin of coordinates for drawing the 

plan, the height is the vertical shift of the plan, and the true heading is the direction of the «X» axis. 

Below are fields containing metric and other information for calculating parameters of created plan. 

Field «Dimensions RWY (m)» - length and width of artificial surface runway, participating in 

calculation of plan. 

The «Threshold mixing» field is used to set the origin of the coordinate system for shifted 

thresholds relative to the coordinate specified in the «Threshold» field in the direction specified in the 

«landing course» field. 

Field «Length of safety lanes (m)» - the length of the end safety lanes in meters along the extension 

of the RWY axis. 

At bottom of form there are two flags: «Snap to threshold» and «Snap to landing course». The 

purpose of the flags is described in paragraph 3.4.1 of this manual. 

Button «Select RWY» - is used to select a map object as runway axis. The selected object must meet 

the following conditions: 

 object must be linear with three points. The two extreme points are thresholds, the first is the 

main threshold, third is the reverse threshold, and the central one is ARP; 

 object must be on working map; 

 object must contain heights in metric. Heights of first and second points are considered to be 

thresholds exceeded, and second is considered to be height of aerodrome. 
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Figure 28 -  Aerodrome obstacle counting surface 

Figure shows a plan for accounting for aerodrome obstacles on map. Outer horizontal surface is 

shown in yellow. Outer horizontal surface extends to the maximum obstacle control boundary at 

aerodrome at a distance of 15 km from the ARP. For aerodromes with two or more runways, outer 

horizontal surface is replaced by the inner horizontal and conical surfaces, which are constructed in 

accordance with paragraph 3.4.3 of this manual. 

The button «Analysis» calls the form for searching and analyzing plans on the map with the sign 

«plan for limiting and accounting for obstacles». The result of the analysis is a report in the form of a table 

of obstacles (table 3.1 of the CAM FAR document). 

 

3.4.3 Constructing an internal horizontal surface 

Obstacle detection at aerodromes with two or more runways is performed according to the plan of 

the inner horizontal and conical surfaces. The construction method is described in paragraph 3 of 

Appendix 3.5 of the CAM FAR document. 

The parameters of the plan of the inner horizontal and conical surface are constructed both for 

aerodromes with two or more runways, and for aerodromes with one runway, which is a conventional 

conical surface. When analyzing obstacles at aerodromes with two or more runway s, the inner surface 

replaces the outer horizontal surface in terms of obstacle identification (see figure down). 

The parameters dialog with the disconnected database looks like in the figure below. 

Field «Identifier» - is used for text marking of plan surfaces. 

Field «Aerodrome class» - intended for setting the studied aerodrome class. 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

the aerodrome manually. The heights of the plan surfaces are shifted to the set altitude of the aerodrome. 

Button  is used to select a point object on map as an airfield control point. 
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Figure 29 -  Internal horizontal surface with a disconnected database 

In bottom table to dialog is used to select objects on map as individual runways. There are buttons 

 on right side of table. Buttons are used to enable and disable runways from the calculation. The 

selection is made on the map from a number of linear objects. The first and last metric points of the line 

object serve as thresholds, and the azimuth between them serves as the true landing course. Azimuth is 

rounded to the nearest ten and displayed as a conditional runway identifier. The number of selected 

objects is not limited. 

Construction of zone is performed starting from first threshold of first selected runway. An arc is 

drawn from threshold of each runway, radius of which is calculated in accordance with Appendix No. 7 to 

FAR. From thresholds, lines are drawn tangentially to limit points of adjacent arcs and connected together 

(see down figure). 

 

 

Figure 30 -  Interior horizontal plan with two runways 
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Configuration of resulting zone and its dimensions depend on the relative position of the runways, 

their size and radius. The result of mapping is shown in the figure below.  

 

 

Figure 31 -  Inner horizontal surface on the map  

The parameters dialog with the database is as follows. 

 

 

Figure 32 -  Internal horizontal surface with a connected database 
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Selection table at the bottom is replaced by the RWY table at top. Table shows landing runway 

rates, coating materials, dimensions and height of rapids with a shorter landing course. 

Field «Identifier» - is used for text marking of plan surfaces. 

Field «Aerodrome class» - intended for setting the studied aerodrome class. 

Field «Aerodrome reference point (ARP)» is inactive and is used to display the position of ARP and 

the altitude of the aerodrome in the database. 

Runway composition for calculation is set in «Area is calculated for» field with choice of one of 

following modes: 

 «All RWY» - calculation is performed for all runways in the database for this aerodrome; 

 «capital RWY» - calculation is performed for all runways of airfield, except for unpaved ones; 

 «ground RWY» - the calculation is performed for all unpaved runways. 

 

3.4.4 Constructing a plan for limiting and removing obstacles 

Obstacle elimination planning consists in defining a list of objects that protrude beyond obstacle 

limitation surface. Order of construction is described in appendix 3.5 CAM FAR. Surface plans are used 

to assess feasibility of building new obstacles and increasing height of existing obstacles in airfield area. 

At each aerodrome, a plan of the inner horizontal and conical surfaces is prepared. The plan is 

constructed from one or more plans depending on the number of instrument approach directions. Plans 

can be combined with GIS tools or analyzed separately. 

 

 

Figure 33 -  Dialog a tapered surface with database 

Scale of plans is selected taking into account characteristics a particular aerodrome, in particular: 

number and length of runway, number of obstacles and their density. In all cases, scale should be at least 

1:100 000 for outer horizontal surface and 1:50 000 for inner horizontal, conical, approach and transition 
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surfaces. Impact analysis of obstacles is carried out in accordance with point 3 of appendix 3.5 CAM 

FAR. Calculation results are exported in form a obstacle table in paragraph 3 of obstacle survey report. 

Form for setting parameters of plan for limiting and eliminating obstacles (conical surface) is shown 

in figure below. 

In upper part there is a field with a choice of a working card. Current plan is applied to working 

map. In left part of form there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and ICAO region. 

Before starting work, select required ICAO region in aerodrome filter and aerodrome under study. 

Necessary information about aerodrome is transferred from database to editable fields, and if it is absent, 

fields are filled in manually. 

Right part of form is divided into a table of landing courses and an area for entering parameters. In 

offline mode, boarding course table is not displayed. 

Field «Identifier» - is used for arbitrary text marking of plan surfaces. The text marker is set by the 

operator and serves as an indicator to distinguish plans when drawing in a multi-lane airfield, as well as to 

search when analyzing the effect of obstacles. 

 

 

Figure 34 -  Dialog a tapered surface without database 

The «Aerodrome class» field is intended to select the studied aerodrome class. By default, the class 

is carried over from the database and has no feedback from the database. 

The «RWY» field is intended to select the runway class under study. The field is automatically filled 

in when choosing another aerodrome and does not have feedback with database. 
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Field «Landing course» - is intended for setting the value of the true landing course of the 

aerodrome. The field value is automatically filled when choosing another course and has no feedback 

from the database. 

In offline mode with the database disabled, the form looks the same, with the exception of the 

aerodrome selection table and landing courses: 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

the aerodrome manually or automatically. Automatic setting of values is performed only in the mode with 

a connected database, and the values of latitude, longitude and altitude are not subject to manual 

correction. In offline mode, fields are available for correction. 

The «Threshold» field is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of the investigated 

RWY threshold. In the mode with the connected database, the information about the threshold metric is 

transferred from the database without feedback and is not subject to manual correction. 

«Dimensions RWY (m)» - the length and width of the artificial surface RWY, participating in the 

calculation of the plan. 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Conical surface in map 

Field «Threshold mixing» - serves to set origin of coordinate system for shifted RWY thresholds 

relative to coordinate specified in «Threshold» field in direction specified in field «Landing course». 

Field «Length safety lanes» - length of end safety lanes in meters along extension of runway axis. 

Button «Select RWY» - is used to select a map object as the RWY axis. 

Button «Analysis» calls the form for searching and analyzing plans on the map with the feature 

«plan of conical surface» 

 

3.4.5 Construction of an approach and departure surface plan 

In this form, a plan of conical surface is created along with obstacle accounting surfaces on take-off 

and landing course. Transition landing and departure surfaces cut into tapered surface. Plans were divided 
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into two parts in order to be able to analyze aerodromes with a visual landing system, for which there is 

no need to construct take-off and landing surfaces using instruments. In addition, drawing a tapered 

surface separately allows you to analyze the effect of obstacles on runway courses at one scale and with 

one detail, and in tapered surfaces by another operator at a different scale. 

Building a plan and analyzing the impact of obstacles is carried out in accordance with the 

construction methodology described in paragraph 3 of Appendix 3.5 of the CAM FAR document. The 

calculation results are exported in the form of plans of calculation tables for surfaces (Appendices 5, 6, 7 

to the aerodrome obstacle survey act). 

Surface is calculated as a conical surface plan with incised landing and departure surfaces and 

plotted directly on the map. Form of setting parameters is similar to the form of creating a conical surface 

with additional parameters for constructing a departure and landing surface. Form for drawing the 

obstacle assessment plan is shown in the figure below. 

In left part there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and region. Before starting 

work, select the required ICAO region in the aerodrome filter and the aerodrome under study. The 

necessary information about the aerodrome is transferred from the database to the editable fields, and if it 

is absent, fields are filled in manually. 

 

 

Figure 36 -  Dialog of obstacle assessment surface with connected database 

In the upper part there is a field with a choice of a working map, on which the current plan is 

applied and from which RWY is read in offline mode. 

Right side is divided into a table of landing courses and an area for entering parameters. In offline 

mode, the boarding course table is not displayed. 
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Field «Identifier» - is used for arbitrary text marking of plan surfaces. Text marker is set by the 

operator and serves as an indicator to distinguish plans when drawing in a multi-lane airfield, as well as to 

search when analyzing the effect of obstacles. 

The «Aerodrome class» field is intended to select the studied aerodrome class. By default, the class 

is carried over from database and has no feedback from database. 

The «RWY» field is intended to select runway class under study. Field is automatically filled in 

when choosing another aerodrome and does not have feedback with database. 

Field «Landing course» - is intended for setting the value of the true landing course of the 

aerodrome. The field value is automatically filled when choosing another course and has no feedback 

from the database. In offline mode with database closed, form looks the same except for aerodrome 

selection table and landing courses. 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

the aerodrome manually or automatically. Automatic setting of values is performed only in mode with a 

connected database, and values of latitude, longitude and altitude are not subject to manual correction. 

 

 

Figure 37 -  Obstacle assessment surface dialog without database  

The «Threshold» field is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of the investigated 

RWY threshold. In connected database mode, the threshold metric information is transferred from the 

database with no feedback. 
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«Dimensions RWY (m)» - the length and width of the artificial surface RWY, participating in the 

calculation of the plan. 

«Threshold mixing» - serves to set origin of coordinate system for shifted thresholds relative to 

coordinate specified in «Threshold» field in direction specified in «landing course» field. 

«Length safety lanes» - length of end safety lanes in meters along extension of runway axis. 

«Profile height at end airfield (m)» - profile height at the point of intersection of airfield with RWY 

axis on the return heading. Height is used to determine the side slope ratios during departure. 

«H max. landing obstacles» is the maximum obstacle height on the landing course. The parameter is 

used to correct the angle of inclination of the landing surface. 

«Turn angle ± (0 ° ..270 °)» - is used when it is necessary to build a departure zone with a turn. U-

turns are allowed up to 270 degrees in both directions. In the absence of a parameter or zero value, a plan 

with a straight departure is built. 

«Turn start> = 7.5 (km)» - the point where the turn starts at the departure. The minimum value is 7.5 

km, which corresponds to the distance at which the aircraft reaches the minimum obstacle clearance. 

 

 

Figure 38 -  Obstacle evaluation surface for landing and turning departures 

Flag «maximum takeoff weight of aircraft» - setting the flag signals that the task will build 

departure surfaces with the parameters set for the aircraft with the maximum weight. This parameter 

should be taken into account when forming the composition of the report. If objects were not analyzed for 

maximum take-off weight, then table 3.7 should not be included in the report.  

Field»Turning radius> 1 (km)» - turning radius in kilometers, used to plot turning zone. 

Button «Select RWY» - is used to select a map object as the RWY axis. 
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Figure 39 -  Landing and departure straight obstacle evaluation surface 

The «Analysis» button calls a form for searching and analyzing surfaces on the map with the signs 

«landing and departure plan in a straight line» and «landing and departure plan with a turn». The results of 

the analysis are exported to the calculation tables for surfaces, which are included in the aerodrome 

obstacle survey report as Appendices No. 5, No. 6 (tables of obstacles above the surfaces) and No. 7. 

 

3.4.6 Construction of precision approach surfaces of I, II, III categories 

The limitation and elimination of obstacles for aerodromes with RWY equipped for precision 

approach at minima of I, II or III categories is analyzed in accordance with paragraph 5 of Appendix 3.1 of 

the CAM FAR document. 

Plan for inner approach surface, inner transition surfaces, and rejected landing surface meets 

requirement to provide near RWY obstruction-free airspace bounded by inner approach surface, inner 

transition surfaces and rejected landing surface.  

Precision approach surface plan I, II, III form is shown in figure below. 

In left part there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and region. The necessary 

information about the aerodrome is transferred from the database to the editable fields, and if it is absent, 

the fields are filled in manually. 

The right side is divided into a table of landing courses and an area for entering parameters. In 

offline mode, the boarding course table is not displayed. 

Field «Identifier» - is used for arbitrary text marking of plan surfaces. The text marker is set by the 

operator and serves as an indicator to distinguish plans when drawing in a multi-lane aerodrome, as well 

as for a search algorithm when analyzing the effect of obstacles. 

The «Aerodrome class» field is intended to select the studied aerodrome class. By default, the class 

is carried over from the database and has no feedback from the database. 

The «RWY» field is intended to select the runway class under study. The field is automatically filled 

in when choosing another aerodrome and does not have feedback with the database. 
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Figure 40 -  Dialogue of a precision approach surface of I, II, III categories with database 

Field «Landing course» - is intended for setting value of true landing course of aerodrome. Field 

value is automatically filled when choosing another course and has no feedback from database. 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

aerodrome manually or automatically. Automatic setting of values is performed only in mode with a 

connected database, and values of latitude, longitude and altitude are not subject to manual correction. 

The «Threshold» field is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of the investigated 

RWY threshold. In connected database mode, the threshold metric information is transferred from the 

database with no feedback. 

Field «Dimensions RWY (m)» - the length and width of the artificial surface RWY, participating in 

the calculation of the plan. 

The «Threshold mixing» field is used to set the origin of the coordinate system for the shifted RWY 

thresholds relative to the coordinate specified in the «Threshold» field in the direction specified in the 

«landing course» field. 

Field «Length of safety lanes» - length of end safety lanes in meters along extension of RWY axis. 

In offline mode without database, dialog looks same except for aerodrome selection table and landing 

courses. 

The «Profile height airfield (m)» field is profile height at point of intersection of airfield with RWY 

axis on the return heading. Height is used to determine side slope ratios during departure. 

The «Profile height at point -1800 (m)» field - height of RWY profile in point located at distance of 

1800 meters from main threshold along landing course. Point, as a rule, is located on the RWY and is 

intended to form slope of the side of the plan. 

Field «Meteominimum» - is aerodrome meteorological minimum, according to which plan is built. 
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Figure 41 -  Dialog of precision approach surface of I, II, III categories without database 

Flag «maximum takeoff weight of aircraft» - setting the flag signals that the task will build 

departure surfaces with the parameters set for the aircraft with the maximum weight. This parameter 

should be taken into account when forming the composition of the report. If objects were not analyzed for 

maximum take-off weight, then table 3.7 should not be included in the report. 

Button «Select RWY» - is used to select a map object as the RWY axis. 

 

 

Figure 42 -  Category II precision approach surface 

Button «Analysis» calls form for searching and analyzing plans on map with sign «precision 

approach plan». Calculation results are exported to table of obstacles above information surface, which is 

included in aerodrome obstacle survey report as part of Appendix No. 6. 
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3.4.7 Designing of obstacle data areas and air line boundaries 

Arrays of electronic data on obstacles in the vicinity of the aerodrome are provided in accordance 

with the requirements of the Government of the Russian Federation of March 11, 2010 N 138. 

«On approval of Federal rules for use of airspace Russian Federation» (hereinafter FAR-138) and 

order of Ministry of Transport of Russian Federation dated October 31, 2014 No. 305 «On the approval of 

Procedure for development and rules for provision of aeronautical information». Configuration of areas 

for identifying and receiving electronic data sets on obstacles is established in accordance with Chapter 10 

of Annex 15 of ICAO «Electronic data on terrain and obstacles». 

A distinctive feature of the construction is area 2d, in which the radius (Appendix 15 ICAO) is 

equal to 45 kilometers and is limited by the TMA of the aerodrome, and according to the requirements of 

paragraph 15 of Appendix 6, Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation of October 31, 

2014 No. 305 - 60 kilometers without any or restrictions. 

Construction of boundaries of air approach strips is carried out in accordance with requirements of 

paragraph 23 of FAR-138 and order of Transport Ministry of Russian Federation dated 04.05.2018 No. 

176 «On approval of the Procedure for establishing the boundaries of air approach strips at civil aviation 

aerodromes». 

Form for configuring the construction of areas for obtaining arrays of electronic data of obstacles 

(hereinafter referred to as areas for arrays of obstacles) is called using button  on the panel and has a 

form that changes depending on the connection to the database. In the mode of operation with a 

connection to the database, the form takes the form as in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 43 -  Dialog for creating areas obstacle arrays with disabled database  
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In left part there is a table of aerodromes with a filter by name, code and region. Before starting 

work, select the required ICAO region in the aerodrome filter and the aerodrome under study. Editable 

fields containing information about the aerodrome are filled in automatically from the database; in the 

absence of information, the fields are filled in manually. 

In upper part of the dialog there is a field with a choice of a working map. 

Field «Identifier» - intended for arbitrary text marking of areas. 

Field «Landing course» - is intended for setting value of true landing course of aerodrome. Field 

value is automatically filled when choosing another course and has no feedback from database. 

 

 

Figure 44 -  Dialog for creating areas obstacle arrays without disabled database 

The «Aerodrome class» field is intended to select the aerodrome class and is used to construct the 

circumference of the lateral border of the air corridor strip. 

Field «Control point of the aerodrome» - is intended for setting the latitude, longitude and altitude of 

the aerodrome manually or automatically. The coordinate serves as the origin of coordinates for drawing 

the plan, «N air» is the vertical shift of the plan, and the true course is the direction of the axis. 

Below are the fields containing metric and other information for calculating the parameters of the 

created plan. 

Field «Dimensions RWY (m)» - the length and width of the artificial surface RWY, participating in 

the calculation of the plan. 
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Field «Length of safety lanes (m)» - the length of the end safety lanes in meters along the extension 

of the RWY axis. If the values are zero, the end safety lanes are calculated in accordance with Chapter 3, 

Volume I, Appendix 14 for runway dimensions. 

Precision Landing Equipment RWY flag - designed to determine the parameters for constructing an 

airstrip in accordance with Chapter 3 of Volume I, Appendix 14 for determining area 2a. 

The field «Radius of the area 2d» - allows you to set the radius of the area 2d in 45 or 60 kilometers. 

(see note for Region 2d below). 

Checkbox «Include aerial approach stripes» - allows you to include aerial approach stripes when 

drawing areas on the map. The set flag activates the «Radius of the lateral border» field only in cases 

when the aerodrome class «A, B, C» is selected, allows you to select the radius of the border of the 

approach strip for mountainous areas in 15 or 30 km. 

In offline mode (with a disconnected database), form looks like the one shown in figure below. 

In lower part of form there is a flag «Bind to RWY center», which is used to bind the created set of 

areas to the control point of the aerodrome or RWY center. 

Button «Select RWY» - is used to select a map object as the RWY axis. 

According to section 10.1 of ICAO Annex 15, terrain and obstacle areas to be covered are defined 

as four areas. In accordance with clause 15 of Appendix 7 of Order No. 305 and clause 23 of the Federal 

Aviation Regulations (FAR-138), obstacle information is provided within Regions 2, 3 and 4. 

 

Region 2: subdivided into 4 parts as follows: 

 Region 2a: rectangular area around RWY that includes runway plus any available clearway. 

 area 2b: an area extending from ends of area 2a in direction of departure for a distance of 10 km 

with a discrepancy of 15% in each direction; 

 area 2c: an area extending from the outside of area 2a and area 2b to a distance of no more than 

10 km from the border of area 2a; 

 area 2d: an area extending from the outside of areas 2a, 2b and 2c for a distance of up to 45 * 

km from aerodrome fix or to existing TMA boundary, whichever is closer. 

 

 

Figure 45 -  Areas for obstacle patterns in map  

Region 3: an area adjacent to the aerodrome movement area that extends horizontally from the 

lateral edge of the RWY to a distance of 90 m from the center line of the RWY and 50 m from the lateral 

edge of all other portions of the aerodrome movement area. 
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Region 4: an area extending 900 m from the RWY threshold and 60 m on each side of the extended 

RWY center line in the direction of the RWY approach, equipped for Category II or III precision 

approaches. 

*Note. According to ICAO Appendix 15, the radius for area 2d sets 45 kilometers or the TMA 

boundary, whichever is closer. In accordance with the requirements of Order No. 315, the radius of the 2d 

region is set at 60 kilometers. 

Figure shows the areas for electronic datasets on the map. Area 2d is shown in yellow. 

The button «Analysis» calls a form for searching and analyzing areas on the map. Unlike plans 

based on FAR-262, area analysis and electronic obstacle datasets are performed (see Appendix 8 to ICAO 

Annex 15) on obstacle accounting surfaces that: 

 in region 2a - the surface is located at a height of 3 m above the elevation of the nearest RWY; 

 in region 2b - the surface has a slope of 1.2% and extends from the ends of region 2a at the level 

of elevation of the end of RWY in the direction of departure for a distance of 10 km with a 

divergence of 15% in each direction. Obstacles less than 3 m above ground level should not be 

considered; 

 in region 2c: the surface has a slope of 1.2% and extends from the outer side of region 2a and 

region 2b to a distance of no more than 10 km from the border of region 2a. The initial elevation 

of area 2c corresponds to the elevation of the point of area 2a, in which it begins. Obstacles less 

than 15 m above ground level should not be considered; 

 in area 2d: the surface is located at a height of 100 m above the ground; 

 in area 3: the surface is 0.5 m above the aerodrome; 

 in region 4: the surface is 1 m above the aerodrome height. 

 

In regions 2a - 2c, the analysis is performed using the standard method, except for obstacles whose 

height does not meet the criteria for the region. In area 2d, all obstacles are analyzed, the height of which 

(semantics is relative height) or in its absence - the difference between the height of the object (semantics 

is the absolute height or H metrics) and the height of the matrix at a point - will be less than 100 meters. 

Result of the analysis is a report in the form of a table of obstacles. 

 

 

Figure 46 -  Report of array obstacles 
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4 OBSTACLE ANALYSIS AND REPORTING  

4.1 Analysis impact of obstacles and surfaces on flight safety 

The dialog of obstacles analysis and reports generation is called by «Analysis» button from the 

forms of building plans and is used to analyze the influence of obstacles on the obstacle assessment 

surface. Surfaces are plotted as map objects. 

Obstacle analysis is performed according to the following algorithm. The set of surfaces on the map 

is plotted as areal objects with heights in the metric, which are processed as three-dimensional planes. 

Together with the metric, semantic characteristics are processed to fill in some columns of the resulting 

reports, in particular, the name of the plan and the number of the object on the map. By the name of the 

plan, a decision is made on the filling of one or another table of the inspection report, and the name of the 

plane is determined by the number of the object. 

Obstacle objects are searched within the metric of each read object. Using a triangulation algorithm, 

the metric of an object is split into three-dimensional triangles. Obstacles that fall within the metric of the 

plane are checked for vertical intersection with one of the triangles. Map objects that cross one of the 

triangles vertically are saved to the report. 

The obstacle analysis dialog is shown in the figure below and is divided into three parts. 

 

 

Figure 47 -  Obstacle analysis form on the map 

The upper part contains a field for selecting a working map and an obstacle map. The analysis is 

carried out exclusively on the obstacle map for the objects of the working map. Objects located on other 

maps are not included in the analysis. 

The left part of the form contains a tree of found plans. Choice of plans and areas is done by 

checking the box in the tree. 

The «Scan surface» checkbox is available when surface matrix is connected and is intended to be 

included in the analysis of surfaces (surface matrix’s). The «Search and Analysis» button is designed to 

search for all obstacles crossing any surface of the plan, for which the checkbox is selected in the plan 

tree. When the «Scan surface» checkbox is on, the analysis of the vertical intersection of obstacle 

assessment surfaces or areas of their detection is performed, followed by detection of extremes. The 

detected extremes are marked as zero-height obstacles with the name in the format «SFCхххххх» and 

marked as «selected» in the table of obstacles found. 
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A list of all conflicting obstacles is displayed in the table on the right side of the form in orange. 

Obstacles are marked in yellow on the map (see figure below). 

 

 

Figure 48 -  Example of an analysis of obstacles in the aerodrome area 

Other obstacles that were included in analysis, but do not intersect plan surfaces, take a standard 

dialog. Influencing obstacle table contains following information: 

 obstacle number; 

 lighting and panel signs; 

 text title; 

 position - from the first point of the metric; 

 absolute height - from the metric of the object; 

 obstacle height from semantics with code 1 - relative height; 

 the relative height of the obstacle. The base height for calculating the relative height of obstacles 

is the height at which the surface plan is inserted into the map. For different plans, this may be 

the threshold height or the aerodrome height; 

 excess of the obstacle above the surface (column dH). 

 

The first column of the table («+») is used to select objects that should be included in the report. If 

you need to select all objects, right-click on the table and select «Select all» from the drop-down list. If 

necessary, exclude - «Clear all». 

In the lower right part of the form, there is a field with paths to the template and the result. By 

default, all report templates are located in the Ani.dot folder. Before saving the result to the table, specify 

the location for storing the template and the folder for the result using the «...» buttons. After the storages 

are defined and at least one obstacle is selected, the «Save» button becomes active. 

«Exit» button - serves to finish the work. 

«Help» button - designed to open online help. 

 

The «Save» button is used to write information to the database. After clicking the «Save» button, the 

obstacle information will be available to other users of the database. 

Depending on the type of scheme, area or template, within which the analysis of obstacles and 

surfaces (surface matrix) is performed, one or several reports are generated. 
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4.2 Generating aerodrome infrastructure report to MS Excel 

Creating report on the aerodrome is called by button  on panel. Export of information is 

available if Microsoft Excel (MS Excel) is installed. Before generating the report, make sure that the 

completed data on the aerodrome is complete and correct. 

The report is generated on the basis of a template file in MS Excel format. The file template is 

included in the distribution kit and is located in folder «\Data.Ani\FAP-262\CatalogAHDP.xls». 

Sheet «Aerodrome» - serves to export general information about the aerodrome. 

Sheet «Runway» - used to export detailed information about the runways. If there are two or more 

runways, all information from the sheet is copied and filled in. 

Sheet «Navaid» - serves to export data about radio navigation stations in the aerodrome area. 

Sheet «Taxiway» - serves to export taxiways with their centerlines. Coating strength, quality, and 

rating information is not exported to document. 

Sheet «Stand» - is used to export parking places and aprons borders. First of all, parking lots are 

exported with an indication of belonging to the apron, secondly, individual parking lots, and thirdly, the 

boundaries of aprons, if available in the database. 

Sheet «Obstacles» - serves to generate a report on aerodrome obstacles. Obstacles are exported in 

two stages. In the first stage, a report on obstacles in the airfield area is formed, in the second stage - 

obstacles on the landing courses. 

 

 

Figure 49 -  Dialog for generating an aerodrome report in XLS format  
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Create report consists in specifying path to template and resulting folder. Task copies the document 

template into resulting folder with the name CatalogCODE.xls (where CODE is ICAO identifier of 

aerodrome). File opens in background and is filled with information for specified aerodrome. 

In left side of dialog there is a list of aerodromes with a filter by region, code and name at top. 

Below is the button «Edit», which calls the dialog for correcting the aerodrome infrastructure, 

without starting the task «Complex for preparing ANI documents». The dialog for generating reports is 

shown in the figure below. 

In right part of dialog, there list of aerodrome surface elements that are subject to export to report. 

The lower part contains the input / output parameters. 

«Template path» - a field with a button for selecting the path to the document template. The report 

template is located in folder «\Data.Ani\FAP-262\». 

«Result» - a field with a button for selecting resulting catalog for reports. 

«Geoid model» - a field with a button for selecting a geoid model. The geoid model is needed to 

compute the geoid wave and height in a given height system. Geoid model EGM2008 is located in the 

folder with the installed GIS. When loading this model, height is recalculated with changing all headers of 

the resulting report file. Below is a panel with buttons «Report», «Exit» and «Help».  

Result of export, a file with the following content will be created in resulting folder: 

 

 

Figure 50 -  «RWY» sheet of Excel report 

Obstacles are exported from database to MS Excel table in the corresponding tab (see figure below)  

Data is formed on «obstacles» sheet, as shown in figure above. Tab is used to set up coordinate 

system, composition of information and a set of obstacles that are exported to the sheet. 

The «Coordinate format» field is used to set the format of latitude and longitude positions. 

The Add to Sheet field contains the Title and Obstacle Height check boxes that allow you to add the 

table title and relative heights of objects. 
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Figure 51 -  Exporting obstacles to «MS Excel» table 

The «CK» floor is used to indicate the coordinate system. If the system is different from WGS84, it 

will be recalculated by means of the GIS Map. 

Filter «Airfield obstacles» - allows you to select certain objects at the airfield by name and code. 

At the bottom of the form is aerodrome obstacle table, which will be exported to the report. 

 

4.3 Importing Obstacles from Excel File 

Obstacle import form is invoked by a button  on taskbar. Import is possible when Microsoft 

Excel is installed. Before generating the report, make sure that the information is in source file. The figure 

below shows a typical example of filling a sheet a MS Excel workbook with obstacle information. 

Obstacle import form is shown in figure below and is divided into two tabs. Each tab is designed for 

a specific stage of processing. In the upper part there is a field with the «Path to file» button, which is used 

to select the imported file. After the file is selected, its structure and information on all sheets are scanned. 

The scan result is placed in the central part of the XLS sheet margin setting form.  

Field «Active sheet» - is filled with a list of all sheets of the book with the setting on the first. At the 

bottom of the form, information about the first 6 columns and 4 lines of the selected sheet is displayed. 

Information display serves for a visual assessment of the imported information and the correct selection of 

a sheet and setting a range with useful information.  

Field «First line» - serves to indicate first line of book, which contains information about obstacles.  

Fields «Name», «Object number», «Latitude», «Longitude», «Object height», «Height (AMSL)» are 

used to indicate columns of sheet in which corresponding data is stored: obstacle name number by which 

index is formed, position, relative height and absolute height of highest point of object. 
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Figure 52 -  Dialog for import of obstacles from Excel file  

Field «CODE prefix» - is used to indicate the code prefix of the imported obstacle. 

The «Marker» field is used to indicate the text identifier (marker) of the set of imported data. The 

dataset parameter serves to be able to process different datasets and avoid duplication of information. 

Flag «Clear base with this marker» - serves to delete the old set of imported data and replace it with 

a new set. The flag is used to prevent re-import of the same dataset. 

Field «Coordinate format» - is used to select the format of the imported coordinates. The drop-down 

list provides the most common geodetic coordinate formats that are found in aviation. 
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Figure 53 -  Example Excel file with obstacle information 

Task provides for the import of coordinates in which the value of latitude and longitude is located in 

several cells: degrees, minutes and seconds. When choosing the format of coordinates by «columns», the 

fields «Latitude» and «Longitude» take the form shown in the figure above.  

 

 

Figure 54 -  Import of obstacles with extended coordinate format 
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Figure shows the standard settings for importing an Excel obstacle sheet from the application to the 

aerodrome passport. Each part of coordinates is broken down into degrees, minutes and seconds, and the 

hemisphere value is displayed in a separate column. When importing coordinates in this format, task 

checks correctness of values in cells. 

Negative values are not allowed, values greater than 89 for latitude and 179 for longitude are not 

allowed. Minutes and seconds values must be positive and less than 60. The hemisphere value can be 

entered in Russian and English characters, uppercase and lowercase. The following characters are allowed 

in the values of the hemispheres - «NnSsEeWw + -». If the symbol does not match these values, the 

location of the object is considered to be in the northeastern hemisphere. If the string does not meet the 

above conditions, such an object is not imported into the temporary table. 

If you need to import coordinates of other formats, for example, rectangular in local coordinate 

system or in Gauss-Kruger system, you should use converter from text format, which is part the GIS. 

The «Import» button is used to start the process of importing data into a temporary table. Import 

process consists in scanning the specified line of document sheet by line and saving information to 

database. All obstacles that cannot be read for various reasons - incorrect coordinate format, incorrect 

elevation format will be ignored. Import is performed from a file with arbitrary table contents, but if there 

are 5 columns with information about the number, name, latitude, longitude and absolute height of 

obstacles. The decimal point must be separated by a period. Delivery set of complex includes an example 

file prepared for import, which is located along path «Data.Ani\Samples of FAP-262\Obstacles\Sample 

obstacles for Import_1(2).xls». 

Import process is conventionally divided into two stages. At first stage, information from file is 

loaded into user's temporary obstacle table. For convenience, each import process is marked with an 

arbitrary text identifier. The Marking of imported dataset allows control the saving of duplicate objects to 

production database. 

At second stage, imported data is checked and controlled, manual correction, characteristics filling 

and immediate saving. Saving to database is accompanied by removal of transferred rows from temporary 

table. Clearing saved obstacles is performed to prevent repeated saving of same data set to main table.  

After import, copy or write marker and go to second tab. The saved marker will be the identifier of 

imported data from the MS Excel file. Second tab is a dialog for obstacle correction and loading into 

database (see the figure below). 

On the left side of form there is a «Obstacle filter» consisting of fields: 

«Marker» - serves to filter the imported datasets; 

«Code» - serves to search for obstacles by number or full code; 

«Date» - serves to search for obstacles by date of loading into temporary table. Date on which 

obstacle was loaded serves as date it was put into operation when it was saved to database. 

A list of obstacles in a temporary table is placed under the filter. The obstacle information in the 

temporary table is not available to anyone other than the import author. Obstacles become available after 

they are saved to the database. The user cannot add or remove individual obstacles manually. The 

imported set is subject to correction only. 

The «Clear» button is used to delete the displayed table records, taking into account the set filters. 

On the right side of the form there are fields for editing information about the object. 

The operator can select the composition of the imported fields from the temporary table to the main 

obstacle table, set the status, region and aerodrome for the entire group. The composition is selected by 

checking the box opposite the field. By default, all fields are set except for the airfield. 
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Figure 55 -  Dialogue for correcting obstacles in temporary table  

Fields that are selectable 

«Status» field is set forcibly for all obstacles and cannot be excluded. By default, status is 

«Planned». 

«Region» field is used to set general region for entire saved set. The field is highlighted in bold. 

 

Fields that are not selectable 

Field «Aerodrome» serves to establish a common aerodrome for obstacles. By default, the field does 

not wrap. 

Field «Code» - contains information about the identifier of the obstacle. The code must be unique 

within set. In case of duplication of two lines with the same code, last change will be written to database. 

Field «Name» - contains the full name of the object. 

Field «Color» - serves to indicate the color of the lighting, if any. In the «Lighting» drop-down list, 

the type of lighting or its absence is selected. 

Field «Characteristics» - serves to transfer characteristics of obstacles. The field consists of flags 

«group», «movable», «fragile» which are used to set the corresponding attributes of the object. 

Field «Marking» - serves to indicate the type of marking and color. The marking can be two-color, 

in this case two colors are indicated. 
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Field «Metric» - serves to indicate the width, length and height of the object relative to the surface 

(object metric). The units of measurement for height and length are selected on the right side of the form. 

Each metric item can be excluded from the transfer to the database. 

The «Published position» field is used to set geodetic coordinates and the absolute height of the 

highest point of the object. These parameters are published in all aeronautical documents. The position of 

the obstacle is indicated to the nearest thousandth of a second. The position cannot be excluded from the 

transfer to the database. Field Height (AMSL) - can be excluded and further calculated by DEM. 

At the bottom of the form there are buttons «Save», «Exit» and «Help». 

The button «Save» transfers the displayed set of information to the working table of the database 

with subsequent deletion from the temporary table. 

The storage process begins with a search for an obstacle with a unique code in the database within a 

given region. All overlapping obstacles are replaced with a commissioning date equal to the download 

date from the MS Excel file. Missing obstacles are carried over. Obstacle binding to the aerodrome is not 

performed. This allows obstacles to be imported to large areas or from route maps. 
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5 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

ACN - Aircraft Classification Number  

AICM - Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model  

AIP - Aeronautical information publication 

AIRAC - Aeronautical information regulation and control 

AMSL - Above Mean Sea Level  

ARINC - Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC). The ARINC Standards 

Doc ХХХХ - ICAO document identification number ХХХХ 

FIR - Flight Information Region  

FL - Flight Level  

PANS-OPS - Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. Flight 

Procedures» 

PCN - Pavement Classification Number 

RDH - Reference Datum Height  

WGS - World Geodesic System  

AI - Aeronautical information  

Acft - Aircraft 

GOST - State standard of Russian Federation or USSR 

RWY - Runway 

ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 

TLC - True Landing Course 

ARP - Airport Reference Point 

SWY - Stopway 

MCR - Magnetic Course 

MLC - Magnetic Landing Course 

CAM FAR - Conformity Assessment Methodology of civil aerodromes with Federal Aviation 

Regulations 

STD - Aircraft gate Stand 

THR - Runway Threshold - sides of runway from which departure begins or to which 

landing is performed 

TODA - Take-off Distance Available 

TWY - Taxiway 

ASDA - Accelerate Stop Distance Available 

TORA - Take-off Run Available) 

LDA - Landing Distance Available 

DBMS - database management systems 

FAR - Federal Aviation Rules in Russian Federation 

TECH - technical operational part 

FFC - fuel filling center 
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